THE SOPHOMORES GIVE A MOVIE BALL.

The movie ball, given by the Sophomores to the Freshmen on Saturday evening, the twenty-third of October, was a great success. In spite of the fact that the Freshmen have been frequently parted and punished, a large number were present and all seemed to enjoy themselves thoroughly. The party opened with a "movie" acted by members of the Sophomore class. The cost of characters and the plot were as follows.-

**Lady Caroline or the Burglar's Bride.**


The first scene was laid in the home of the duke, the second in the home of the burglar.

**Synopsis.**

The Duke of Pimiko in a rage demands his daughter on the stage. He has been driven to language strong. To use his words would be quite wrong. He swears that she the bride must be of Count De Nuita from gay Paris, and through his wife she comes from the Duke's command.

The Count arrives to win her hand. He uses a line from a burglar bolo. Comes to swipe the Pimiko gold; But Pimiko's child he steals instead. For Caroline and Bill are wed. Now Caroline's a model wife. And Bill, he leads an honest life.

The movie was very cleverly presented. A later feature of the program was the Brains and Beauty Contest. All the girls dressed to represent an actor or actress or a certain type of movie actor or actress. Under the direction of Ruthie Dimmick, the author and stage director of the movie, the Freshmen passed in groups to Frontenac and the Sophomore judges and they acted sad, happy, positive or romantic, as Miss Dimmick commanded. Some of them showed interpretations indeed worthy of the dramatic club.

After enjoyable refreshments and a dancing part, the Movie Ball was over.

**SCHEDULE OF GAMES.**

October 25th—Freshman sections in hockey.

October 26th—Sophomores vs. Juniors (soccer).

November 6th—All hockey games.

November 13th—Seniors vs. winners (soccer).

November 30th—Winners (soccer) vs. Bentons.

Faculty vs. Seniors (soccer).

**CONVOCATION SPEAKERS.**

Eugelton
Hoffman
Happy
Hubbell
Kendall
Richard
Parvin
Shelby (Capt.)
Thiel
Liebestin

(Continued on page 7, column 2.)

**emerAlDS AND ABsINTHe.**

This is the Second Installment of the Mystery Story for the solution of Which The News Offers a Prize of Five Dollars.

**CHAPTER II.**

**Shadows.**

At the pleasure in the girl's eyes David rose to his feet, but she stepped away quickly, and at the same moment Jim came back to the table.

"Let's go over to my studio now," he said.

But David wanted to be alone, to have a chance to think, as he answered, "Thanks, Jim, but I'll have to run along now."

For the door they shook hands and parted. David went to his rooms and faced the end in his hands thinking.

He felt very strongly that he had discovered a mystery in which the girl with the green eyes was an unwilling participant. The atmosphere of adventure was still pulsing in his ear under its influence he made a sudden resolution to follow this thing to the end. His interest was more than a mere interest in adventure, it was increased ten-fold by the charm of the unknown girl. Having determined to solve the problems he began carefully, for he would carefully examine all those notes which might possibly hold any significance—the Buddha, the men's voices in the alcove, the green liquid, and the girl's terror—how could she make nothing of it?

Just before he turned in for the night he said to himself, "To-morrow I'll go there early in the evening and stay until I find some clue." And so he fell asleep picturing the girl as she had been, with the hand wearing the emerald at her throat, and its face white and beautiful.

The next evening he walked into the restaurant very early and seated himself at a table near the entrance. There were a dozen, one or two in the restaurant room, and with one quick look he found the girl. She was sitting at a table quite near him with a man whose voice he recognized as the hard, cold voice he had heard coming from the alcove the night before. The man was lean and tall, such as his voice and as chilling.

They were talking fiercely with her hands close together, but now and again the girl shrank back as the man leaned too near her. They were, as yet, unaware of him, and he listened eagerly.

They were speaking French, fast and low, so that he caught a word only now and then. Several times he heard "minikine" muttered. Once the girl half-rose in her chair and said, "I won't stand it" and, slipping off the emerald, threw it across the table. The man caught her hand, gave her a quick, sharp ring and replaced the ring. Then he leaned over and hissed out a sentence, too low for David to understand.

David, meanwhile, was trying to build a theory with all the 'gins at his command. Perhaps it might be this man, who was forcing the girl into saying something she boasted and feared; something connected with the emerald. David was certain the man remembered last night vividly, this man's voices the Buddha horde in the girl's trembling hands, and the green liquid—lovingly in the candlelight. A mystery—the girl's exquisite face and her frightened eyes made that a necessity—he decided that there were three things that he must do: first, investigate the Buddha; second, watch the newcomers; third, watch the girl.

He had made up his mind he would sneak his chair at the floor. The girl seemed at his side. The man first. He was very tall and very thin. He disappeared into the above which he stepped forward to talk. David, who had been watching without, gave him a ring off her expressionless face.

As soon as she had left the room he went out a sentence, too low for David to understand.

"I'm leaving. I'm going to China." It was spoken in a whisper not directed at David, he had heard it, and so did the girl. She went deathly white and approached the man with her hand behind her. They questioned her but she shook her head anxiously, to every question and dismissed them openly doubting and being.

**PAYS DAY.**

Wednesday, October 20th, was payday. A day of reckoning up our financial status. Now freshmen realize why upperclassmen have been considering serving the nation. There are many nght letters, telegrams and special deliveries in evidenoe of funds to supply the voracious demands of Student Government officers, who in the name of the various organizations of the college were kept busy reducing our funds to a state of depression. But just as there is prosperity after a panic, so our spirits rose when we considered that our bills were paid for a whole year and could cause us no more worry.

The college took in $1,654.62 on October 2nd over $1,850, which includes the financial status. Now freshmen realized they would not have any more to worry about.

**PROCEDURE TYLER ON "CLIMATE AND HISTORY."**

The speaker at Convocation on Tuesday, October 19, 1926, was John Mason Tyler, Stone Professor of History at Amherst College. Professor Tyler was born in Amherst and has spent the greater part of his life there, although he has studied at Amherst, Union Theological Seminary, University of Gottingen, University of Leipzig, and Colgate. He is the author of "Whence and Whither Westbrook's Education," and "Man in the Light of Evolution."

Professor Tyler gave as his subject, "Climate and History." He first stated, that he hoped that we who were studying geography to-day appreciated our opportunities. In his day Geography was most important, because of the habits of certain people, because it showed us how to look at the whole world, upon man. He told how the Nomadic tribes who had lived on this desert were forced, by one year of drought, to move, to travel, to work their way to China. China finally built her great wall and excluded all such tribes, so they pushed back across this continent toward Europe. They were a starving people, who communicated within themselves the desire to seek their suffering. Then, the Crusaders was left for the people who lived in the path of this advancing horde but, they could not join them. The unique human army rolled on, growing as a snowball, because Professor Tyler gave us a glimpse to show us that climate was the cause of the greatest European invasion in all history.

**FACULTY SOCCER PRACTICE.**

Soccer Practice is held on Mondays and Thursdays at 6 P.M. for all the members of the Faculty who are interested in playing. The members of the Senior-Faculty soccer game in November are urged to come out for weekly practices.

**COLLEGE SING.**

The second time of the year took place Thursday evening in the gymnasium. Some of the new songs which Mr. Weld presented to the college were used. The attendance was encouraging but not overwhelmingly large. If everyone will make it a point to come, the singing will be much more successful and enjoyable.

**CONVICTION NOTES.**

Girls are again asked that students on a main highway on Sunday. Girls must wear hats on the trolley and the street car.

Motions passed by the Student Council are put in practice, which are: the new Sec. of the Student Council is on New London Hall as soon as they are in effect.

Recommnended that: If the speaker at convocation has not finished his address, then Mr. Tyler and the President of the Board of Trustees, Edward F. Terry, will come forward and ask William Starr Myers, W. B. Thorne, and the President of the Board of Trustees, Edward F. Terry, to resume the program.
SELECT YOUR CLUB.

Are we being confronted with the club problem again; the same problem that many a club has been struggling with? There are so many clubs which we want to join, so many things in which we are interested. In each case we want to choose, but choose we must. Each year a new club is added to the list and this only makes the problem greater.

We should consider carefully our intentions: They are no doubt large and varied, but we must pare them down to a few essential ones, and those in which we feel keen and pleasant and which we can do with benefit. And not only that, but we must say at the end of the year that we have given something to the club, added something necessary to its furtherance and welfare. This is only fair to us and to the club. If we join a good many it is impossible to do every meeting, and a perfect attendance of is of vast importance since Connecticut College has seen only too well what comes of clubs whose members appear occasionally. Of course we undoubtedly put more work in a few clubs that in many.

Remember the old adage, "Jack of all trades, master of none." B. F.

AUGUST 20

THE BEST MEETING so far this season was held in the gymnasium. A good many of us realized the importance of a gymnasium, because that is the place where we could exercise our minds and body.

Some of us were at the meeting, and some were at the meeting. But all of us were there.

We can't make a "rep" by singing a song. That's only if you're of the chosen few. I 0...

A man's side and he proceeded to walk proudly around showing everyone what had been done. After a few minutes these men

for Freshman. I should say not. Some have been upperclassmen, and I do not thing but proud of niece Mary.

cause of the formation of what might come easy." Which means that unless we make a date to promise ourselves that we might get some fresh air, as of the years from now. Shall it be a barren, down-trodden heath, or a spot lovely to behold, with its lines of anguish which he met... With a vainful blush, I shall unveil my habit. According to the law of habit, many of us realize the importance of resolutions not to cut the first time, exactly as good and entirely as fitting as the writer wishes it to be printed. Before
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were extracted and the man at the upright released. During this time the other men were getting even more excited, and one fellow emerged from the crowd and started bumping his head with all his might, on the hardwood floor, which would have been enough to have killed an ordinary man; and later two more, exhausted but yet frantic, took to the same antics. During the whole time the horning continued, and above all there was the suffocating, ill-smelling fumes. After all were exhausted, the ceremony was finished. The whole "ceremony" was disgusting in its barbarity and not the least bit impressive to see.

Constantinople, Turkey, Sept. 27, 1929.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED.

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Satterly have announced the engagement of their daughter, Adelaide Honor Satterly '23, to Mr. Sidney Preston Tuthill of Mattatuck, Long Island.

ATTENTION, 1924!

At the eight o'clock History Club on Friday, October twenty-second, Miss Peck, President of the History Club for 1924, will review the work of the club for this year. The course that she outlined promises to be most interesting and instructive, and worthy of the support of everyone. The purpose of the club is not to conduct a History class, but to familiarize its members with current events. Each member if she wishes may have a chance during the year to speak, or read a paper. At different times the members of the club will be given the opportunity to hear speakers from outside, or to take part in short plays. The meetings will last for one hour, and will be divided into three twenty-minute sections. The first section will be devoted to roll-call, the second to papers on current events, and the third to speakers or tableaux.

Now, '24, here is an opportunity for you to brush up on your knowledge of every-day doings and show your class spirit. How often do we hear a girl say "Good Heaven! I haven't seen a newspaper for simply ages, I wonder what's going on. Is McWhinny still alive?" We all know that with the pressure of lessons and athletics there is little time when we can sit down and read papers or magazines. But it stands to reason, that, if we do not read some form of current literature, we cannot talk intelligently about the affairs of the day.

Then, too, this year, we want to be especially well-informed for political reasons. And when we go home, after our first few months of college, we want to think that we voted for the Democratic Party. Here and abroad ours is an infinite pleasure in listening to the opinions of other people.

The solution of the whole problem to which the History Club is prepared to have a good time and hear the topics of the day, discussed in an interesting manner. Let us have a full representation of the class of 1924!

M. Aliaga, M. Donnelly '24.

EMERALDS AND ABSINTHE.

EMERALDS AND ABSINTHE. (Concluded from page 1, column 5.)

wildered. When they had gone she felt room trembling, although frightened by what she had done. She looked anxiously toward the above as if to read her mind. After a long time for her to think it back but she did not appear. Everything seemed peaceful and commonplace and he decided that he had stayed long enough for that evening. As he made his way to the door he again ran over in his mind's eye every possible clue. The Buddha was hollow; the girl wore a ring that signified something definite-it was probably some kind of a sign; she was in the employ of the power of the tall man with the hard voice; they were both connected in some way with Absinthe. David walked out into the cool night air and welcomed the freshness and the comparative quiet.

As he was turning the corner some impulses seized him to look back. In the window of the alcove which looked out on the street he saw two figures silhouetted against the window-shade. One, he felt sure was the figure of the tall man, and the other was a man's figure, tall and thin, Suddenly the two were blurd and then the long, tall shadow dropped quickly and David heard the faint echo of a scream.

(To be continued.)

Solve the Mystery! Have you an imagination? Prove it!

Competitors for the solution of Em- erals and Absinthe please leave your contributions in the News Box on the desk in the News Office (Plant House). All stories must be signed by a fictitious name and must be accompanied by an envelope containing both the real and fictitious names of the author.

TOPICS UNDER DISCUSSION.

The League Council is to ask the Supreme Council to appoint a mandate for Armenia, providing the power concerned would not have to bear all the expenses involved in exercising its mandate.

Armour & Company has been charged with profiteering in violation of the Lever Act. The Company is alleged to have put exorbitant prices on lamb, and to have secured an average profit of 6.61 cents per pound.

"Alexander Millerand, the new Presi- dent of France is an "ex-Socialist." He is now a Nationalist. Millerand was Minister of Commerce in the famous "Cabinet of Republican De- fense" in 1899. In March, 1919, he was appointed Governor of Alsace-Lorraine.

"The Government has two million pairs of handcuffs for sale, left over from the A. R. P. equipment. Someone evidently must have thought we were going to capture most of the German army alive!"--Tacoma Ledger.

"It seems that the League of Nations dropped a war between the Pinas and Sweden and started one between the Democrats and the Republicans."

ABROAD.

An industrial crisis is threatening France. In Lyons, 25,000 men are out of work. At Limoges, one of the shoe manufacturing towns, 4,000 men have been dismissed. The lowering prices is also felt in England. Speculators in that country have been enabled to
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FUNNY PINGS.
GENUS HOMO!
There are two sorts of peaches. The clingings and the free!
But I prefer the clinging kind—
If they’ll only cling to me. —The Berry Patch.

OH, WHERE IS MY LITTLE DRESS TO-NIGHT?
I have a little evening dress
Composed of silk and lace.
I never do go out at all—
That dress goes every place.
It’s worn by all the girls downstairs,
And by my blonde room-mate;—
I always go to bed at nine.
My dress sneaks in quite late.
And as I press its silken folds
And mend its silver lace,
I wonder whose audacious arms—
Have stolen round its waist.
Oh little dress! If you could speak,
I sure would talk to you—
For you would be some talking about—
The girls I loan you to.

WEAKYOU
What made Durian Gray
Was Oliver really a Goldsmith
And Harold really a Childish?
Dr. M. in Ex-ch-y—"When you kick your head suddenly, why do your earring
World-be psyche-analyst — short
Freethinker to Senior searching vaguely
"Last something? What else looking for?"
Senior, starting dazedly—"A second-hand Education."
From a freshman contrib. we get the following—"It is correct to call a lame damned a hobble skirt"
In Latin—Bright Soph—"I didn’t know before that Plato wrote an
Dr. N—“Where did you get that impression?"
Bright Soph—"Why, I’ve just been reading about the opera Platonic."

AS OTHERS DO.
It is a curious coincidence that Barnard and Middlebury should both touch the subject which has been uppermost in our mind for some time—namely, that of getting better acquainted with the faculty. The “Barnard Bulletin” has an editorial which brings up the fact that the students have not the opportunity of knowing their faculty as well as they would like. Middlebury went further and organized a hike and picnic of students and faculty. From all accounts everyone had a glorious time. We cannot say that the opportunity of getting acquainted with our faculty is denied us. We know better. But have we grasped this opportunity as eagerly and as willingly as it is given?

Freshmen at Goucher are required to wear little white caps, hair down in plumes, to sweep up the streets in front of the seniors, to tell time by hopping on one foot, flapping both arms and giving a “correct inflation of a cuckoo clock.” And our freshmen thought their dignity was impaired by the “two-day-hair-down” rule!